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Case Study
Financial Advice Preparing 
For Life Events

Matthew*, 30, and Ashley*, 37, are a de facto couple planning a wedding 
with a baby on the way. It was at this time they decided they needed 
assistance from a financial adviser to help them deal with their rising 

debt levels and bungled property assets.

Beyond this, the couple also has plans of being able to build their dream house on a 
block of land that they had purchased, had already commenced building another 
investment property to rent out, and also wanted to get out of the rent trap they 
were caught in.

Financial planner, Steve Salvia, of Southern Financial Strategies, met with the 
young couple to discuss how they were going to prepare themselves financially 
while factoring in Ashley’s working time frame to stop work within the year before 
giving birth. 

“When these clients came to us they had high levels of debt, Ashley was planning 
to stop work to have their first child, their cash flow was in a deficit and they were 
not sure what to do going forward with their investment property which was under 
construction,” Salvia said. 

“They were renting, building another investment rental property, and wanted to 
‘one day’ build a house on their dream block of land. Cash flow was taking a toll as 
both block of land and rental block were producing no income.” 

Quickly Salvia established the couple’s financial statistics and what numbers he was 
dealing with by advising the clients to immediately work through a budget planner 
to better understand how he could help, starting with their individual income. 
Matthew was earning $72,500 annually while Ashley’s salary was $62,000. 

Between them they had only $83,889 combined of superannuation in accumulation 
phase. Adding to this, Ashley told Salvia that she would stop work in seven months 
for around three years before planning to go back part time at three days per week. 

Steve Salvia has been in the financial 

planning industry since 1994 and has 

completed his Advanced Diploma of 

Financial Planning (Adv Dip FS (FP).

Salvia is a financial planner and chief 

executive of Southern Financial Strategies 

(SFS) group, a holistic, fee for advice 

financial planning firm servicing over 1,500 

clients throughout Australia. 

Salvia has won a number of planning awards 

including AFA Financial Adviser of the Year 

Award 2010 (Finalist 2009) and winner of 

AXA WA State Adviser of the Year 2010 

with SFS awarded Certified Quality Advice 

Practice (CQAP) and invited to join the 

exclusive ‘Leaders Group’.
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Superannuation and inSurance
Firstly, Salvia said he wanted to address one of the couple’s 
major issues with lack of super savings, concerned that they were 
leaving themselves under prepared for the future. 

“First up I replaced and re-invested their super funds to a more 
appropriate fund for their long term future. The new super 
funds contained the appropriate amount of life, TPD and salary 
continuance cover,” said Salvia who also recommended 
personally held trauma cover for both Matthew and Ashley. 

Salvia also set them both up with a salary sacrifice system to 
cover insurance premiums tax effectively within super and a 
small accumulation of $1,600 for Matthew and $2,200 Ashley 
per year plus nine per cent super guarantee contributions. 

Additionally, Salvia recommended wills and enduring powers of 
attorney as well as binding nominations within super.

When it came to life insurance, Salvia ensured that both 
Matthew and Ashley were covered through their super due to 
their restricted cash flow. 

As a result, they each held $100,000 trauma cover personally, life 
and total permanent disability (TPD) insurance of $1 million 
each with a salary continuance cover 75 per cent of income each 
to age 65 within super.

“I actually recommended higher life and TPD cover but clients 
requested this amount only,” said Salvia. 

dealing with debt
Salvia found that Matthew and Ashley were not suitable for any 
cash gearing strategies, however he did find them open to Master 
Trusts.

“We discussed their over-exposure to single asset class in their 
residential properties, and clients liked the idea of gearing into 
Master Trust structure when cash flow allows. As we talked 
more about it, they really began to understand diversification 
and the premise of ‘risk vs. return’,” said Salvia. 

To handle the couple’s various debt, Salvia recommended 
paying off their credit card debt using home loan redraw facility 
(to reduce interest costs, streamline accounts and reduce fees). 

“We increased repayments for seven months to clear this while 
not attracting additional interest costs.”

parting with property
Matthew and Ashley had dreams of owning their own home in 
the future and like many Gen Xer’s, they had splashed out early 
on to buy their own investment property. They were in the 
process of building an investment property when they first went 
to Salvia, something that was more of a drain on their expenses 
then an asset.

“As they also owned the block of land, they decided to wait, 
consolidate their position and re-think merits of so much residential 
property and therefore, so high a debt level,” Salvia said, who 
walked them through modeling of various scenarios with 
comparisons of selling or keeping block, renting out or moving into 
investment property that was currently under construction.

In the end, Salvia’s recommendation was to continue to rent, 
rent out their investment property, and sell the residential block 
as this provided the best outcome for cash flow, capital gains tax 
and to provide lump sum funds for future expenses

“As the clients were still young, it was agreed that they could 
find plenty of other dream blocks in the future but immediate 
cash flow was the main concern – particularly as Ashley had just 
fallen pregnant,” said Salvia. 

caSe aSSeSSment
Salvia found that looking back that the difference of a financial 
plan might well have saved Matthew and Ashley’s wedding and 
their long-term financial future that was in doubt in their current 
state. 

“When I met them, the clients were unsure of their financial 
direction with their properties, finding they had too many 
choices to consider, not too mention that their cash flow was 
uncertain with Ashley expecting their first child and planning to 
stop work,” said Salvia. 

“Following our advice they sold their block to free up cash flow 
significantly which would go towards finishing off their 
investment property and costs for their wedding, estimated at 
around $29,000, and provide a ‘cash buffer’ in the bank to 
provide some financial peace of mind moving into parenthood,” 
said Salvia. 

As a result of visiting with Salvia and having their finances 
assessed by a financial planner, Matthew and Ashley now find 
themselves with a clear direction and feeling far more financially 
secure after ridding themselves of expensive property assets and 
high levels of debt.

Additionally, the couple’s individual super is far better positioned 
to provide both insurance cover and long-term financial 
protection. 
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Table 1.  Client summary

 Income Super (combined) Assets Liabilities (inc wedding costs) 

 Matthew:      $72,500  
 Ashley:          $62,000 $83,889 $1,129,90  $921,716
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“As a result of our advice they now have a clear direction, sold 
their block immediately even though this was a difficult decision 
for them, and feel a lot more financially secure which provides 
them peace of mind,” said Salvia.

Since dealing with Salvia, the couple said they are now very 
aware of their budget, which has been a major benefit, 
understanding what is realistically achievable whilst providing a 
good lifestyle

Fee Structure
The initial plan fee was $3,630 payable upfront in addition there 
was an implementation fee of $1,720 paid from their 
superannuation funds. 

The ongoing advice fees were 1.1 per cent of funds under 
management (FUM) with a minimum of $1,790.80 annually 
which the clients opted to pay for from FUM rather than from 
cash flow. l

* Names changed to protect identity 
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